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“Give up the Spring Return Pill?” 

Hearing Ye Chen’s words, Fei Jianzhong’s expression was first stunned before he asked with some 

trepidation, “Mr. Ye …… you …… why would you make this request… …” 

Ye Chen looked at him and said very blandly, “If the auction continues next year, does Elder Mr. Fei think 

that with your financial strength, you will be able to successfully bid for the final finale of that Spring 

Return Pill?” 

“This ……” Fei Jianzhong could not help but recall the auction scene at that time, his own limit of 

affordability was just US$200 billion, but An Chongqiu’s asking price was almost twice as high as his own. 

If the Spring Return Pill were to reach this price next year, he would not be able to afford it, not to 

mention that he could not sacrifice the interests of the entire Fei family for his own personal gain. 

This also meant that he had basically lost the qualification to compete for the Spring Return Pill. 

However, to him, even if he could not compete for a whole Spring Return Pill, he could at least still 

compete for the four and a quarter copies. 

If he succeeded in taking one of them, he would at least be able to keep himself alive for another three 

to five years. 

Even though Ye Chen had already promised to guarantee him another ten years of life, there would 

never be anyone who had too much of a Yang life for something like that. 

If he was really allowed to give up the competition for the Spring Return Pill. That would be like cutting 

off an important way to increase his life span. 

Just as his entire being was hesitating, Ye Chen spoke coldly, “Mr. Fei Laozi has to think about one thing, 

whether or not the Spring Return Pill auction will be held normally in the future is all based on my 

personal preference, there is a possibility that one day I don’t want to do this anymore and people all 

over the world will have no place to buy the Spring Return Pill, at that time, you will find that only my 

promise will truly have value.” 

Ye Chen’s words made Fei Jianzhong instantly dawn on him. 

At the same time, he also understood the true purpose of Ye Chen’s visit to him this time. 

Ye Chen’s promise to keep himself alive for another ten years was to allow himself to fully a*sist Fei 

Kexin while giving up on making the entire Fei family labor to bid for the Spring Return Pill. 

As for the Spring Return Pill auction, it was entirely up to Ye Chen to decide whether to open it or not, 

not to mention whether the Spring Return Pill was counted or not, and the more it was auctioned, the 

less it was auctioned. 

Whether it was sold out or not, one could not influence it. 



In case Ye Chen really cut off this path, wouldn’t he have no chance at all? 

Thinking about it, Ye Chen’s condition of guaranteeing himself another ten years of life was indeed the 

best option, as long as he cooperated properly, this matter would be absolutely secure and there would 

not be any variables. 

Thinking of this, Fei Jianzhong bent his knees and knelt on the ground, saying gratefully, “Thank you, Mr. 

Ye, for your great kindness, I will never forget it!” 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and took out half of the Blood Dissipating Heart Saving Pill he had prepared in 

advance from his pocket and said, “Old Mr. Fei, I can see that your body is still weak, so take this half of 

the Blood Dissipating Heart Saving Pill first, after taking it, you will live very easily in the next two to 

three years.” 

Fei Jianzhong was instantly surprised beyond measure, although Ye Chen’s previous half-blood 

dispersing heart saving pills had saved his life, because he was too weak at the time, this medicinal 

power did not make his body feel much easier. 

One could say that the whole person still had a feeling of being on the verge of dying. 

It was just that his age was here, and even through ordinary means of healing, it was impossible to make 

any difference to his physical condition. 
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Therefore, the only thing that was truly effective for him at the moment was Ye Chen’s Spring Return Pill 

as well as the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill. 

Now, Ye Chen took out half a Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill, which was like a blessing from the 

snow for Fei Jianzhong! 

In ecstasy, Fei Jianzhong immediately trembled and cupped his hands above his head and said 

respectfully, “I …… kowtow to Mr. Ye for giving the medicine!” 

Ye Chen placed the pill in his palms and said indifferently, “Old Mr. Fei need not be so polite, it is better 

to get up and take the medicine first.” 

Fei Jianzhong did not dare to get up, but knelt on the ground and carefully placed the half-blood 

dispersing and heart-saving pill in his mouth. 

The half pill melted in his mouth, turning into a warm stream that went straight into his dantian, and 

then flowed through his meridians to his whole body. 

In just an instant, Fei Jianzhong felt that his body was in a much better state. Earlier, he was still having 

trouble moving around, but now, he immediately felt that his whole body was much more relaxed. 

Just as he was in ecstasy, carefully experiencing the indescribable pleasure all over his body, Ye Chen in 

front of him said, “Master Fei, take care of your health, in two years’ time, I will prepare half a Blood 

Dispersing Heart Saving Pill for you again.” 



Fei Jianzhong said gratefully, “Thank you, Mr Ye, for thinking of me, I will definitely pay more attention 

to the way of health and live up to Mr Ye’s instructions.” 

Ye Chen nodded and reached out to help Fei Jianzhong up, then he said indifferently, “Alright, it’s 

getting late today, so I’ll go back first.” 

Fei Ke Xin couldn’t help but ask, “Mr. Ye, are you leaving just after coming here? So anxious.” 

Ye Chen smiled, “I won’t be here to bother you once the business is done.” 

Fei Jianzhong hurriedly said, “Mr. Ye, it’s a rare visit to New York, why don’t you stay at home for a few 

days, so that I can do my best as a host.” 

Ye Chen waved his hand, “This time, I came to New York to accompany my wife to send my mother-in-

law back to China, tomorrow we will send her to the airport and then we will go to Providence, so forget 

about it this time.” 

At the side, although Fei Kexin was a bit lost in his heart, he still nodded and said, “Then I will see you 

out.” 

Fei Jianzhong also hurriedly said, “Mr Ye, I’ll see you off too!” 

When Ye Chen, accompanied by his grandfather and grandson, came out of the villa, the rest of the Fei 

family were still standing motionless in place. 

Seeing Ye Chen come out so quickly, Fei Shanhai could not help but take a step forward and respectfully 

asked, “Mr. Ye, you are leaving so soon?” 

Ye Chen nodded slightly and said indifferently, “Fei Shanhai, the past is in the past, do your work well in 

the future, I believe the Fei family will not treat you poorly.” 

Fei Shanhai’s heart trembled, and he quickly bowed and said, “I respectfully follow Mr. Ye’s teachings!” 

Without further ado, Ye Chen got into his car, started it up and drove away from the Fei family estate 

under the watchful eyes of the Fei family. 

After Ye Chen left, Fei Jianzhong stood in place for a long time without moving. 

Fei Ke Xin, who was at the side, could not help but ask, “Grandpa, what’s wrong with you?” 

Fei Jianzhong shook his head and smiled, “Nothing, I just suddenly felt that to have known Mr. Ye was 

the greatest blessing in our lives for you and me, the grandchildren, if it wasn’t for Mr. Ye, we might 

have died long ago.” 

Hearing this, Fei Shanhai’s expression was extremely embarra*sed, and he knelt down on the ground 

with a poof, choking back tears, “Dad, it was my fault that I got carried away and almost made a big 

mistake, please punish me!” 

Fei Jianzhong waved his hand and said indifferently, “Even Mr. Ye has said that you should do your job 

well, so I won’t say any more about it, as long as you sincerely want to overturn everything in the past, 

you can do so. 



Fei Shanhai immediately kowtowed to the ground and choked up, “Dad, thank you for your generosity, 

my son will definitely do his best for the Fei family in the future and die afterwards!” 
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The following day, it was time for Ma Lan to return to China. 

Although he didn’t say anything, in his heart he only thought of it as a payment for Ma Lan’s hard work 

in coming to America to help accompany Xiao Churan. 

At five o’clock in the afternoon, Ye Chen and Xiao Churan dropped Ma Lan off at New York’s JFK airport. 

Because she had bought first cla*s, Ma Lan did not rush to check in, but said to Ye Chen and Xiao 

Churan: “Churan, good son-in-law, you two don’t have to bother to see me in and through security, the 

friend introduced by Sister Chen happens to be on the same flight as me. I’ll wait for her there for a 

while and go in together to check in when she arrives.” 

Xiao Churan didn’t think much of it, thinking that it would be much easier for her mother to have 

someone to keep her company on the road, even if it was just for a chat. 

But then Xiao Churan remembered that Sister Chen and her slightly strange family members, so she 

hurriedly instructed, “Mom, it’s fine to fly with someone else, but you must be careful, don’t trust 

others too much, especially don’t trust others to take you to make money or speculate in stocks, and 

don’t lend money to others, understand? ” 

Ma Lan said with a smile, “Aiya, who would look at my three pieces of money, they are from very rich 

families.” 

She was afraid that Xiao Churan would ramble on, so she hurriedly added, “But don’t worry, your 

mother is not a vegetarian, I’ve been travelling all over the world for so many years, when have I ever 

suffered a loss?” 

Xiao Churan’s expression was a little embarra*sed, thinking, “You’ve had fewer losses over the years. 

……” 

However, seeing that we were about to part, Xiao Churan did not want to say anything more, so he said, 

“Then mum you pay more attention on the road, in addition to make sure to pay attention to rest, never 

chat with others for a long time, you have to be jet-lagged after returning to China, if this journey is not 

well rested to home is very painful.” 

“Gee, don’t worry about it!” Ma Lan said smilingly, “Mom can definitely take care of herself, just don’t 

worry, and my good son-in-law, you don’t have to worry about me too much, just stay in America with 

Churan at ease, mum is waiting for you guys back at home!” 

Ye Chen nodded gently and said with a smile, “Okay mum, remember to tell us when you get on the 

plane.” 

“Okay!” Ma Lan agreed readily. 

The car soon arrived at the entrance of the departure level of the airport. As Ma Lan did not allow Ye 

Chen and Xiao Churan to take her inside, Ye Chen stopped the car directly at the roadside and helped 



Ma Lan take out her luggage before watching her push her suitcase into the entrance of the airport 

together with Xiao Churan. 

When Ma Lan was about to enter, she even waved her hand at Ye Chen and Xiao Churan and shouted, 

“Churan, Ye Chen, you guys hurry back!” 

When Xiao Churan saw that her mother was going back to China alone, she suddenly felt some sadness 

and reluctance in her heart, and her tears flowed uncontrollably, waving her hand and choking up, 

“Mom, make sure you tell us before you get on the plane!” 

“Good, good, just don’t worry!” 
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Ma Lan said and waved her hand at the two of them, so she walked into the airport in style. 

At this moment, she still did not know what was waiting for her next. 

When she entered the airport, she didn’t rush through the security check, but followed Zong Qiuhua’s 

instructions and found the first cla*s lounge. 

She went in and sat there for less than ten minutes before a very expensive woman with a suitcase and 

a handbag walked in. 

With her WeChat avatar and her friends’ photos, Ma Lan instantly recognised this woman as her newly 

added friend, Zong Qihua. 

So she waved her hand at her with some nervousness and excitement and said with a smile, “Gee, hello 

Ms. Zong, I’m Ma Lan! Nice to meet you!” 

When Zong Qiuhua saw Ma Lan, she couldn’t help but say with some surprise, “Gee Ma Lan, finally we 

meet! You’ve been waiting here for quite a long time, I’m really sorry, I was hosting a meeting before 

coming to the airport, you don’t know how much I have to do all day long, it’s really messed up my 

head.” 

Ma Lan smiled and said, “A strong woman like you must be very busy during the day.” 

Zong Qiuhua sat down next to Ma Lan and said with a smile, “Ma Lan, you are Sister Chen’s friend, 

which means my friend, we must not be so polite to each other, always using the word you, you, you, 

you, to be honest, it sounds awkward to me. ” 

Ma Lan really didn’t expect that Zong Qihua, who was so rich, could still be so easy-going and without 

any attitude. 

She couldn’t help but sigh in her heart: “Oh my God, people say that the richer a person is, the higher his 

quality is. Just look at the way he talks and behaves, that’s not something ordinary people can do, it’s a 

great honour for me to be friends with such a person!” 

With this in mind, Ma Lan said with a smile on her lips, “Fine, since you have said so, I won’t be so polite 

with you. 



“Yes.” Zong Qiuhua smiled faintly and sighed, “Aiya, to be honest, I still feel a bit regretful, we met for 

the first time and it was so lucky that we could return to China on the same day, I really should have let 

you go back with me on my private plane, so that we could have a good chat and talk on the way …… but 

things The more I think about it, the more depressed I get.” 

Ma Lan hurriedly said, “Aiya, this is nothing, you must not think so, we have plenty of opportunities in 

the future, maybe next time we come to the United States, we can ride on your private plane!” 

Zong Qiuhua said with a smile, “How about this, when we get to Hong Kong Island, you can return your 

ticket for the latter trip and have a good time with me in Hong Kong Island for a few days, by then my 

plane should have finished its routine maintenance from Gulfstream, but the crew will fly the plane 

directly to Hong Kong Island, then I will personally send you to Jinling with this plane!” 

Ma Lan was delighted but said politely, “Oh, how can I be so kind, it’s too much trouble for you, it’s only 

a two to three hour flight from Hong Kong Island to Jinling, I can just take the plane myself.” 

Zong Qiuhua waved his hand, “You don’t need to worry about this, you are my territory when you arrive 

in Hong Kong Island, you are a guest, I am the host, just listen to my arrangements, it just so happens 

that I have never been to Jinling, I can visit it by the way.” 

Hearing this, Ma Lan stopped being polite with Zong Qihua and said with a smile, “If you arrive in Jinling, 

I will definitely drive you around Jinling properly! I don’t have a private jet, but I still have a Rolls Royce 

Cullinan, and I’ll definitely pull the deck up for you!” 
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Before Zong Qihua came, she had also heard Chen Liping talk about Ma Lan and knew that she lived in 

Jinying in a Townsend and drove a Rolls Royce, so she wasn’t too surprised. 

She said to Ma Lan with a smile, “Don’t you think a car like the Cullinan is a bit too big for us women to 

drive? I usually rarely drive when I go out, I let the chauffeur drive the nanny car and I sit in the middle 

row, it’s much more comfortable and less worrying than driving myself.” 

Ma Lan said with an envious face, “Our family doesn’t have a full-time driver or a nanny car, otherwise I 

would experience the feeling of a female boss.” 

If you don’t have a nanny car, I’ll give you one some time later. I ordered three Lexus LM300s from a 

parallel import dealer some time ago, originally I wanted to keep one for my parents, but they are now 

planning to settle in the US and won’t go back. You can have it.” 

Ma Lan was overjoyed and said, “LM300 …… is …… the one with a price tag of tens or even millions of 

dollars?” 

“Right.” Zong Qiuhua nodded and laughed: “The internet is saying that this is an injustice kind of car, but 

I think it’s okay, anyway, the extra money spent will be considered as buying a row, that extra million or 

800,000 is not much, to be honest, if he doesn’t raise the price, only the rich people won’t buy it, if he 

doesn’t raise the price how can he get the row? It would be best if he could raise the price by a flat 3 

million, that way, if you drive it on the street, people will know it’s a 5 million dollar bread, low key and 

luxurious.” 



Ma Lan was impressed in her heart and thought, “I guess this is the way of life of the rich, not looking for 

value for money in everything, just for the face to be in place ……” 

Then, she couldn’t help but think, “This Zong Qihua is too generous, isn’t he? The car is worth $3 million, 

should I keep it for myself or sell it quietly?” 

At this point, Zong Qihua said casually, “Parallel imported cars are first declared at the port before they 

come in. 

Ma Lan hurriedly said, “Aiya …… I …… how can I be ashamed to accept such an expensive gift from you 

……” 

Zong Qiuhua said with a smile, “The car has been ordered, it will be idle by then, you don’t need to be 

polite with me, the car is something that is a complete nuisance if you don’t drive it, not only do you 

have to find a place to park it, you also have to do a maintenance from time to time, it’s not enough of a 

nuisance, giving it to you is also considered to be putting it to good use.” 

Ma Lan was inwardly thrilled to the core and quickly said with a smile, “Gee, that’s a big thank you!” 

“What’s so polite.” Zong Qihua smiled faintly, looked at the time and deliberately said, “Gee, we almost 

have to go check in for our flight, there’s also a first cla*s lounge inside, so it’s the same if we go to the 

lounge to chat after checking in.” 

Ma Lan said without thinking, “Good, then let’s go check in now.” 

With that, she stood up, packed her suitcase and handbag, and prepared to leave the lounge together 

with Zong Qihua. 

At this moment, Zong Qihua was already starting to get a little nervous inside. 

She was about to implement a plan that she had been preparing for a long time. 

So, while she slowly packed her things, she quietly tapped three times on a black plastic box in her 

pocket. 

The plastic box was actually a one-way communication device with a built-in SIM card from the 

operator, and from the moment she entered, her accomplice and accomplice had been in the car in the 

car park, listening to the developments inside on his mobile phone. 

Three taps were the signal to close the net. 
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When her accomplice received the agreed three taps, he immediately made a call to Zong Qihua’s 

mobile phone. 

At this moment, Zong Qiuhua, who was pretending to pack her luggage and handbag, when her phone 

rang, when she saw the three words of Secretary Qin displayed on her address book, she deliberately 

pretended that she couldn’t be bothered to get it to her ear to listen to it, so she directly turned on the 

speakerphone, put the phone aside and spoke, “Secretary Qin, I’m about to board my flight, so let’s wait 

for anything to happen after I ascend to the throne. ” 



The other party’s voice said very urgently, “Eldest Miss, something has happened to the old lady!” 

Zong Qiuhua instantly tensed up and hurriedly asked after her, “What’s the situation? What’s wrong 

with my mother?” 

The other party said, “The old lady was riding with the young master today, I don’t know what 

happened, but the horse got scared and kicked the old lady, she fainted. 

Zong Qiuhua said anxiously, “What’s going on …… how can you still let my mother get kicked by a horse? 

What is the steward doing? What is the manager of the horse farm doing? Tell the stable manager to 

pack his things and get out of here immediately! Take that horse out and kill it! He could have kicked my 

mother today, and tomorrow he might have dropped my son!” 

The other party stammered, “Miss …… bought that horse from Turkmenistan at a cost of more than 

US$8 million, a genuine sweat-blooded horse. ” 

Zong Qiuhua said coldly: “I told you to kill it, you kill it, I don’t want a horse that can’t be tamed even if 

it’s good! This is the price it pays for making mistakes!” 

The side of the Ma Lan are dumbfounded, the heart can not help but mutter: “This more than eight 

million dollars to buy back the sweat-blooded BMW, just because of kicking the old lady said kill it? 

That’s nearly half a billion dollars rounded up! I really still don’t understand the world of the rich ……” 

At this point, the secretary on the other end of the phone could only say helplessly, “Okay, Miss, I will 

arrange for someone to do it later, but the old lady’s situation is not good, do you want to come over 

and take a look? ” 

Zong Qiuhua helplessly said, “That is definitely to go and take a look …… you are half an hour later I have 

already gone through the security check, it really can’t be helped ……” 

Saying that, she hurriedly added, “I’ll go back now, see you at the hospital!” 

The other party immediately said respectfully, “Okay Miss, see you at the hospital!” 

After she hung up the phone, Zong Qihua said to Ma Lan, “Ma Lan, I’m really sorry, my mother suddenly 

had an accident and was kicked by a horse, I have to hurry to the hospital, I definitely can’t leave today.” 

She wanted to take advantage of the long flight to get closer to the woman in front of her, but she didn’t 

expect that she would not be able to leave. 

Ma Lan’s mind suddenly turned and she hurriedly said, “Aiya Qiuhua, the old lady’s injury is such a big 

deal, it is definitely necessary to visit her, otherwise, I will not leave today either, I will accompany you 

to the hospital to see the old lady, after she is alright, we will both go back home together!” 

In fact, Ma Lan did not really care about the old lady whom she had never met. 

Not to mention Zong Qiuhua’s mother, even her own mother, she didn’t bother to ask about her 

mother’s health, and she rarely visited her mother’s home for so many years. 

The main reason why Ma Lan said this was that she did not want her next trip to Hong Kong Island to go 

to waste. 



After all, she was still waiting to go to Zong Qihua’s big villa in Shixundao on Hong Kong Island for a few 

days to enjoy herself. 

If Zong Qiuhua didn’t leave today, wouldn’t her own plans all go down the drain? 
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Zong Qiuhua did not expect that Ma Lan would offer to stay and go to the hospital with her. 

She just wanted to find a suitable excuse to lure Ma Lan into the bait, and at the same time, she wanted 

to leave. 

So she said to Ma Lan in all seriousness, “Ma Lan, in this suitcase, I have a lot of things that I brought for 

Chen’s parents, some tonic products and some special medicine that cannot be bought in China. If I 

can’t bring them the stuff today, I’ll be delaying people’s business ……” 

Ma Lan hurriedly asked, “Then what should we do? Aren’t you unable to leave?” 

Zong Qihua nodded and busily said, “I can’t leave today, but you can go back first, I’ll go to the hospital 

today to settle my mother down, I guess she was kicked by a horse, her body will indeed suffer a bit, but 

it shouldn’t be anything serious, at the earliest, I’ll be able to rush back tomorrow.” 

I will arrange for my housekeeper on Hong Kong Island to pick you up at the airport and have him take 

you to my villa in Shixun Road first, then I will ask Chen’s brother to go to the villa to get your things, and 

then you can just give him this suitcase directly. Then you’ll wait for me at the villa, I’ll be there 

tomorrow.” 

The reason why Ma Lan said that she wanted to go to the hospital with Zong Qihua was because she was 

afraid that her trip to Hong Kong Island would turn into a shame, but since Zhong Qihua had said so, it 

meant that she could go to her villa in Hong Kong Island first, the big deal was to wait for her for a day. 

Ma Lan actually didn’t want to toss and turn to see an old lady in hospital whom she had never met 

before, and this suggestion from Zong Qihua could be considered a two-for-one and mutual benefit for 

her. 

So she nodded and said readily, “OK, then I’ll take my things and wait for you on Hong Kong Island!” 

When Zong Qihua saw that Ma Lan had taken the bait, he was relieved and then smiled, “That’s really 

hard for you Ma Lan, you can check in your luggage directly later, I will have the driver pick you up at the 

airport after you arrive at the place, the driver will help you carry your luggage, so you don’t have to 

work too hard. After you arrive at the villa, I will give you a full body spa treatment to relax you!” 

When Ma Lan heard this, she smiled happily and exclaimed, “Oh, Qiu Hua, your arrangements are so 

thoughtful, you don’t need to go to such trouble.” 

Zong Qihua said in a serious manner, “What I don’t like most is to owe people favours, you have helped 

me so much, how can I neglect you!” 

Saying that, she patted Ma Lan’s shoulder and said with a smile, “You should enjoy yourself first when 

you arrive in Hong Kong Island, let the housekeeper arrange for you to stay in my room tomorrow night, 



I have a Hasten mattress worth more than one million dollars in that room, it’s almost the best you can 

buy in this world, you must have a good experience.” 

“Fine, fine!” Ma Lan’s whole body fluttered as she listened, and said in a rush, “Then it’s a deal, I’ll go to 

Hong Kong Island first and wait for you!” 

“Good!” Zong Qiuhua nodded and said, “The situation on my old mother’s side is urgent, so I’ll go there 

first, I’ll push your phone number and WeChat to my housekeeper there later, he’ll arrange everything 

in advance.” 

Ma Lan immediately said, “No problem!” 

Zong Qiuhua handed that suitcase of his to Ma Lan and said gratefully, “Ma Lan, I’m counting on you for 

these things!” 

Ma Lan said with a smile, “Don’t worry, I’ll take care of it!” 

Zong Qiuhua nodded gratefully, and then left the lounge in a hurry. 

Only after she had left did Ma Lan struggle to tug on the two large suitcases and slowly walk out. 

The driver was the same one who had been listening to her conversation with Ma Lan on the other end 

of the phone. 

After Zong Qiuhua got in, he started the car while smiling and asked, “That Ma took the bait?” 

“Of course.” Zong Qiuhua laughed, “As long as I’m out there, there are few mules I can’t handle.” 

The man smacked his lips and said, “How many goods did you get the horse to bring this time?” 
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Zong Qiuhua said, “More than five thousand grams, all the latest high-end goods, very popular with 

high-end customers, as long as you can bring it out, you can definitely make a lot of money.” 

The man asked again, “How much can we get?” 

Zong Qiuhua thought about it and said, “As long as I succeed in getting Ma Lan to bring the goods, I will 

get five thousand dollars for my hard work, no matter if I succeed or not, and if Ma Lan succeeds in 

bringing the goods through, there will be almost another twenty to thirty thousand dollars.” 

“That’s good!” The man said smilingly, “After this, we’ll go to Las Vegas and relax, D*mn it, the first half 

of the year has been bad, all the hard-earned money has basically been f*cking spit out to the casinos, 

the second half of the year must be spit back to me!” 

The first half of the year, the first half of the year, the first half of the year, the second half of the year, 

the second half of the year, the second half of the year, the second half of the year, the second half of 

the year, the second half of the year, the second half of the year, the second half of the year, the second 

half of the year, the second half of the year. 

Saying that, Zong Qiuhua sighed, “I heard that Mei’s side is making good progress, there is a successful 

match going to Mexico for surgery soon, there is another old man going back to China in two days, it has 



been developed almost by her, it is estimated that eight or nine out of ten can be taken, she can earn a 

lot this month.” 

The man asked curiously, “How much money can you make by getting one person to go to Mexico?” 

Zong Qiuhua said, “It’s hard to say, it depends on whether we can match the right client, if we do, tens 

of millions of dollars are possible, maybe even more, I estimate that Mei will make at least 100,000 for 

this single one!” 

“Crap!” The man’s eyes turned red and he blurted out, “sh*t, you can make a hundred thousand dollars 

for tricking one person? If that’s the deal, who the hell is going to send mules to the airport every day? 

I’d be sick of running through airports all over the US!” 

Zong Qiuhua said seriously, “Next time we go to Las Vegas, let’s also explore our resources in this area 

and see if we can get a deal or two!” 

The man sighed, “If we want to go to Las Vegas, we still have to wait for that Ma Lan to successfully 

arrive in Hong Kong Island. ……” 

Zong Qiuhua said indifferently, “Success or failure, we will know by tomorrow night at the latest.” 

Saying that, she took out her mobile phone and dialed a number. 

The call was quickly answered and Zong Qihua asked her, “Has Ma Lan checked in her luggage yet?” 

The woman on the other end of the phone was pretending to be a pa*senger at the moment, resting 

next to the check-in counter of the airline company where Ma Lan was taking her flight. 

She appeared to be playing with her phone, but in fact she had been watching the check-in counter, 

waiting for Ma Lan to appear. 

Just half a minute ago, she had just seen the figure of Ma Lan dragging two suitcases and had been 

watching her movements. 

For the gang of them, there were two hurdles to cross when they tricked the vegetarians into helping 

them with contraband: the border check at their departure point and the border check at their 

destination. 

And she had stayed on guard to ensure that she watched Ma Lan arrange the consignment of their 

goods with her own eyes. 

After all, they were also worried about encountering blackmail. 

They had been in such a situation before, where the mule had seen the other party hand over the 

suitcase, got greedy and simply left the airport with the suitcase himself, and the interface people over 

at the destination waited for the plane to arrive without waiting for anyone, and then eventually 

checked back, only to find out that they had been blackmailed. 

So, since then, Zong Qiuhua and the others have changed their ways. They desperately portrayed 

themselves as top tycoons, promising the other side all kinds of benefits, in order to try to dissuade the 

other side from taking the stuff and running away. 



As long as she watched Ma Lan hand her luggage to the teller for check-in, there was no way Ma Lan 

could take it. All that was left was to pray that the border control would not find their carefully hidden 

contraband when they checked the luggage. 

By this time, Ma Lan had already arrived at the VIP counter in first cla*s, she handed over her pa*sport 

and the check-in attendant, after retrieving the ticket information, immediately asked respectfully, “Ms 

Ma, how many pieces of luggage do you have to check in?” 

Ma Lan pointed at the two large suitcases and said indifferently, “Both of these need to be checked in.” 

Chapter 4699 

The security process for checked baggage at the airport is not the same as that for carry-on baggage. 

Carry-on luggage is carried through security by the guests themselves, whereas for checked luggage, 

after the check-in and check-in procedures, the luggage is transferred via a conveyor belt to a special 

place for security checks. 

At this point in time, Ma Lan was still unaware of what was about to happen. 

After checking in both suitcases, she took her boarding pa*s and sauntered to the security checkpoint. 

The woman who had been watching her nearby, after seeing her check in and her suitcase being taken 

away on a conveyor belt, put her mind at ease and immediately got up and walked out of the airport. 

With her own Hermes on her arm, Ma Lan leisurely made her way to the VIP security lane, and after 

presenting her first cla*s boarding pa*s, she immediately enjoyed the warm service of the staff. 

While others were still waiting in long queues for security checks, Marashi quickly completed them and 

then found a First Cla*s lounge nearby to rest. 

At the same time, the two suitcases she had checked in were waiting in line to pa*s through the 

airport’s security machines one by one. 

In this process, if no abnormalities are found, they are released directly onto the pa*senger’s flight, 

while if any abnormalities are found in the luggage, the customs border inspectors, will immediately 

open the luggage for inspection. 

Generally speaking, carefully concealed contraband is basically well concealed, plus the departure is far 

less risky for the home country than the entry, so this part of the process is relatively lax and criminals 

have at least a 50% chance of getting through the outbound security checks. 

However, the inbound security checks after landing will be much stricter, as many countries and regions 

have strict entry standards, and some countries do not even allow any raw fruit to be carried, even if a 

pa*senger brings fruit on board the plane and does not finish it or has an apple left over when landing, 

and is found by border control, a heavy fine will be imposed. 

So the biggest test, in fact, is at the point of entry. 

In this section, the chances of winning plummet to only about 30%. 

Combined with the 50% in the first stage, the total pa*s rate is probably, in fact, just under 15%. 



It is because of the low success rate that this new type of contraband, which is surprisingly expensive in 

East Asia, sells for upwards of $2,000 per gram and is the exclusive product of the super rich. 

As long as Marashi managed to land on Hong Kong Island this time and pa*s the border control, the 

contraband she was carrying would be worth more than ten million US dollars. 

At this moment, Ma Lan was sitting in the luxurious first cla*s lounge, sipping her coffee while taking a 

picture and posting a friend circle. 

Her caption read, “Ready to leave for home, but still a bit sad to see my friend’s private plane being 

maintained by Gulfstream. 

After editing her circle of friends, she did not forget to block Ye Chen, Xiao Churan and Xiao Changkun. 

After posting her friend circle, she then leisurely sent a video call to Xiao Churan. 

At this moment, Ye Chen and Xiao Churan had already driven away from New York and started to return 

to Providence. 

Xiao Churan, who was sitting in the pa*senger seat, picked up the video from her mother and asked, 

“Mom, have you boarded the plane yet?” 

“Not yet.” Ma Lan said with a smile, “I guess it will take a while to board, I’m in the first cla*s lounge!” 

Xiao Churan reminded, “Then you must pay attention to the time, don’t interfere with boarding, 

boarding starts half an hour before departure time, get there early to save yourself from being late and 

rushing.” 

Ma Lan said disdainfully, “Cut, what are you afraid of, I am a distinguished first cla*s pa*senger, if I 

didn’t board, he wouldn’t dare to take off even if he gave him the guts, besides, by then they will 

definitely call my name over the radio to remind me to board, it’s not too late to leave then.” 

Xiao Churan said helplessly, “Mum, obviously it can be sorted out in an orderly manner a dozen or 

twenty minutes in advance, so why give others a hard time?” 

Ma Lan grunted: “Silly daughter, we have spent this amount of money on our ticket, do you know? Why 

else would our tickets cost several times more than others? It’s only right to cause trouble for him.” 

Chapter 4700 

Xiao Churan only felt a pang of headache. 

There were times when she felt that she and her mother were people from two different worlds and 

could not find the same frequency of communication at all. 

Moreover, she also knew that her mother was a person with very good ideas. Once she had decided on 

a certain plan, it was impossible for others to change her decision. 

So Xiao Churan said nothing more, but reminded her, “Then you must tell me when you get on the plane 

and before it takes off, so that I can rest a*sured.” 



Ma Lan said with a smile, “OK, OK, I know, you don’t have to worry about it, tell my good son-in-law to 

drive safely, I’ll hang up now.” 

With that, Ma Lan hung up the video. 

After the video hung up, the first thing Ma Lan did was to check the friend circle she had just sent out. 

It was the same as the one she had posted on her last private flight, but no one had liked her. 

Ma Lan couldn’t help but curse and mutter, “These people just can’t see others having a better time 

than him! It’s meaningless, really meaningless!” 

As she was talking, someone suddenly liked her friend circle, and when Ma Lan took a look, she almost 

died of anger. 

The person who liked it was Qian Hongyan again. 

The likes of Qian Hongyan were the least significant in Ma Lan’s eyes. 

When Qian Hongyan suddenly sent a video call, Ma Lan couldn’t help but feel a little headache, and in 

this instant, she even wanted to hang up the video. 

However, she quickly thought, “Anyway, I’m not going to pretend for once today, so it’s the same with 

anyone.” 

So, she pressed the answer button, looked at Qian Hongyan on the other end of the video, and said with 

a fake smile, “Aiyo Hongyan, what are you doing?” 

Qian Hongyan said, “Sister Lan, I just woke up, didn’t I see your friend circle saying that you are going 

back to China? So I’m sending you a video to say hello.” 

Ma Lan was surprised and asked, “It’s almost night time and you just woke up?” 

Qian Hongyan said, “Oh, Sister Lan, you’re really a precious person, you forget that we have a time 

difference, it’s still morning here!” 

Ma Lan realized, nodded her head and mumbled, “I forgot about that …… No wonder I don’t get many 

likes from my friends, everyone must be sleeping ……” 

Qian Hongyan smiled fawningly, “Sister Lan ah, when is your flight? When will you arrive in Jinling?” 

Ma Lan said with an arrogant face, “The plane leaves in about an hour, but I’m not going back to Jinling 

first.” 

“Huh?” Qian Hongyan couldn’t hide her disappointment and asked her, “Where are you going back to if 

you’re not going back to Jinling?” 

Ma Lan said proudly, “The ticket Ye Chen booked for me happens to be a first cla*s flight to Hong Kong 

Island for a connecting flight, so I’m going to Hong Kong Island for a few days, and it just so happens that 

I have a good sister who has been inviting me to Hong Kong Island to stay at her villa in Shi Xun Dao for a 

few days. 



Qian Hongyan said enviously, “Oh my God, Sister Lan! It must be you! You know everyone! This good 

sister of yours is that friend of yours who has a private jet, as you said in your circle of friends, right?” 

“Right.” Ma Lan was praised by Qian Hongyan, and her mood immediately lifted a lot, and she said 

smilingly, “He is really powerful, worth billions of dollars, and I heard that he is also a distant relative of 

our domestic beverage king!” 

He said, Ma Lan was already a bit proud of himself and couldn’t help but show off, “Eh, do you know 

how rich my friend is, he bought three Leifas in one go and said he would give me one when the time 

comes!” 

 


